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Introduction
It was pleasing to see well-informed and well-written responses from candidates attempting
the new AS Paper 2F which covers the options India c1914-48 (2F.1) and South Africa
1948-94 (2F.2). The paper is divided into two sections. Section A contains a compulsory
two-part question for the option studied, each part based on one source. It assesses source
analysis and evaluation skills (AO2). Section B comprises a choice of essays that assess
understanding of the period in depth (AO1) by targeting five second order concepts - cause,
consequence, change/ continuity, similarity/difference and significance.
Generally speaking, candidates found Section A more challenging mainly because some
of them were not clear on what was meant by ‘value’ and ‘weight’ in the context of
source analysis and evaluation. The detailed knowledge base required in Section A to add
contextual material to support/challenge points derived from the sources was also often
absent. Having said this, although a few responses were quite brief, there was little evidence
on this paper of candidates having insufficient time to answer questions from Sections A
and B. The ability range was diverse, but the design of the paper allowed all abilities to be
catered for. Furthermore, in Section B, few candidates produced wholly descriptive essays
which were devoid of analysis and, for the most part, responses were soundly structured.
The most common weakness in Section B essays was a lack of knowledge. It is important to
realise that Section A and Section B questions may be set from any part of any Key Topic,
and, as a result, full coverage of the specification is enormously important.
The candidates' performance on individual questions is considered in the next section.
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Question 1
Question1a
On Question 1(a), stronger responses demonstrated a clear understanding of the source
material on Gandhi’s attitudes to British rule in the years 1920-22 and showed analysis by
selecting some key points relevant to the question, explaining their meaning and selecting
material to support valid inferences, such as Gandhi’s view of the injustices of British rule.
Knowledge of the historical context within the chronological parameters of the question
was also confidently deployed in higher scoring answers to explain or support inferences,
as well as to expand or confirm some matters of detail. In addition, evaluation of the
source material was related to the specified enquiry and based on valid criteria to show
the value of the source. Similarly, explanation of utility referred relevantly to the nature
or purpose of the source material or the position of the author (e.g. Gandhi's credibility in
commenting towards the end of the 1920-22 campaign). Weaker responses demonstrated
limited understanding of the source material and attempted some analysis by selecting
and summarising information and making basic/ undeveloped inferences relevant to the
question. Lower scoring answers also tended to add limited contextual knowledge to
information taken from the source material to expand or confirm some points but these
were not developed very far and often were entirely outside the 1920-22 period. Although
related to the specified enquiry, evaluation of the source material by weaker candidates was
limited and often drifted into 'lack of value’/limitations of the source for which no credit can
be given in Question (a). Furthermore, although the concept of utility was often addressed
by noting some aspects of source provenance, it was frequently based on questionable
assumptions.
Question 1b
On Question 1(b), stronger responses demonstrated understanding of the source material
on relations between Hindus and Muslims in the late 1920s and showed analysis by
selecting key points relevant to the question, explaining their meaning and selecting
material to support valid inferences (e.g. that both sides were afraid of the other in areas
where they made up the minority). Knowledge of the historical context was confidently
deployed in higher scoring answers to explain or support inferences as well as to expand,
confirm or challenge some matters of detail (e.g. the approach taken by the Nehru Report
to separate electorates). In addition, evaluation of the source material was related to the
specified enquiry and explanation of weight referred relevantly to the nature or purpose
of the source material or the position of the author (e.g. his role as a member of an AllParties Conference). Weaker responses demonstrated limited understanding of the source
material and attempted some analysis by selecting and summarising information and
making undeveloped inferences relevant to the question. Lower scoring answers also
tended to add limited contextual knowledge about Hindu-Muslim relations selected with
limited appreciation of the chronology of the question to information taken from the source
to expand or confirm points, but this was not developed very far. Although related to the
specified enquiry, evaluation of the source material by weaker candidates was limited and
often lacked focus on either the 'has weight’ or 'doesn’t have weight’ aspect of the question.
Furthermore, although the concept of utility was often addressed by noting some aspects of
source provenance, it was frequently based on questionable assumptions.
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Examiner Comments

This is a sound level 3 response to question 1a. It
draws a number of inferences and uses

Examiner Tip

Do not comment on why the source has
no value as this earns no credit.

knowledge of the historical context to develop and
explain the inferences. There is some explanation
of the provenance and how this contributes to
value, although this is more limited in its range. The
response does address lack of value and this is not
credited in this question.
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Examiner Comments

This is a level 1 response to 1b. The candidate
restates and paraphrases what is in both the
source and the provenance, not always with
secure understanding and based on some
questionable assumptions. The contextual
knowledge that is included is not used
relevantly.

Examiner Tip

Always ensure that the knowledge of
historical context is used to explain or
support inferences as well as to expand,
confirm or challenge some matters of detail.
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Question 2
Question 2a
On Question 2(a), stronger responses demonstrated a clear understanding of the source
material on the views of the PAC in 1959 and showed analysis by selecting some key
points relevant to the question, explaining their meaning and selecting material to support
valid inferences, such as its emphasis on non-cooperation with other groups. Knowledge
of the historical context (e.g. the split with the ANC over the Freedom Charter) was also
confidently deployed in higher scoring answers to explain or support inferences, as well as to
expand or confirm some matters of detail. In addition, evaluation of the source material was
related to the specified enquiry and based on valid criteria to show the value of the source.
Similarly, explanation of utility referred relevantly to the nature or purpose of the source
material or the position of the author (e.g. the role played by Sobukwe in the establishment
of the PAC). Weaker responses demonstrated limited understanding of the source material
and attempted some analysis by selecting and summarising information and making basic/
undeveloped inferences relevant to the question. Lower scoring answers also tended to
add limited contextual knowledge to information taken from the source material to expand
or confirm some points but these were not developed very far and often were entirely
not relevant to the timeframe of the question e.g. Sharpeville. Although related to the
specified enquiry, evaluation of the source material by weaker candidates was limited and
often drifted into 'lack of value’/limitations of the source for which no credit can be given in
Question (a). Furthermore, although the concept of utility was often addressed by noting
some aspects of source provenance, it was frequently based on questionable assumptions.

Question 2b
On Question 2(b) stronger responses demonstrated understanding of the source material on
attitudes to the Pass Laws in the 1950s and showed analysis by selecting key points relevant
to the question, explaining their meaning and selecting material to support valid inferences
(e.g. that opposition came from across the social and ethnic divide). Knowledge of the
historical context was confidently deployed in higher scoring answers to explain or support
inferences as well as to expand, confirm or challenge some matters of detail (e.g. the
extension of the Pass Laws to women). In addition, evaluation of the source material was
related to the specified enquiry and explanation of weight referred relevantly to the nature
or purpose of the source material or the position of the author (e.g. her role as a leading
anti-apartheid activist). Weaker responses demonstrated limited understanding of the
source material and attempted some analysis by selecting and summarising information and
making undeveloped inferences relevant to the question. Lower scoring answers also tended
to add limited contextual knowledge, often not taken from the 1950s (e.g. Sharpeville) to
information taken from the source to expand or confirm points but this was not developed
very far. Although related to the specified enquiry, evaluation of the source material by
weaker candidates was limited and often lacked focus on either the 'has weight’ or 'doesn’t
have weight’ aspect of the question. Furthermore, although the concept of utility was
often addressed by noting some aspects of source provenance, it was frequently based on
questionable assumptions e.g. as she was writing thirty years later she would not remember
accurately what had happened.
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Examiner Comments

This answer is into L3 for question 2a. It clearly
understands the message of the source and is
able to support some of its arguments by relevant
contextual knowledge. It would benefit if it
engaged the value of the source more explicitly,
but it is clear that implicitly this is addressing the
question focus.

Examiner Tip

Make sure the focus of the answer is on the
value of the source.
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Examiner Comments

This answer to 2b is into level 4. There are clear inferences being drawn
from the source and these inferences are being explained and supported
by reference to relevant knowledge of the historical context. There is some
consideration of the provenance but this is at times asserted rather than fully
developed.
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Question 3
This was the most popular essay title in this section of the paper. Stronger responses
targeted the reasons for the rise of nationalism and included an analysis of the links
between key factors and a clear focus on the concept (causation). Sufficient knowledge
to develop the stated factor (the impact of the First World War) and a range of other
factors (e.g. concessions by the British and repression by the British) was demonstrated.
Judgements made about the relative importance of the impact of the First World War were
reasoned and based on clear criteria. Higher scoring answers were also clearly organised
and effectively communicated. Weaker responses tended to be generalised and, at best,
offered a fairly simple, limited analysis of the reasons for the rise of nationalism. Low
scoring answers also were often essentially a description of events, frequently with a strong
focus on Amritsar. Where some analysis using relevant knowledge was evident, it tended to
lack range/depth. Some candidates did appear to struggle to distinguish between events in
the First World War and events in the Second World War. Furthermore, weaker responses
were often fairly brief, lacked coherence and structure, and made unsubstantiated or
weakly supported judgements. A significant minority of candidates referenced the partition
of Bengal. This was credited if used relevantly, although it should be noted that this
specification begins in 1914, not in 1900.
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Examiner Comments

This is a level 4 answer. It has a sustained question
focus throughout. It deals not just with the
impact of the First World War but also considers
other factors that were responsible for the rise of
nationalism and attempts to weigh them against
each other. The treatment is uneven, but there is
sufficient analysis and argument to merit the level.

Examiner Tip

Aim to leave sufficient time for the
conclusion so that it makes well developed
judgements.
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Question 4
This was the least popular essay title in this section of the paper. Stronger responses
targeted how accurate it is to say that progress was being made towards Indian
independence in the 1930s. These included a focus on the concept (change/continuity) in
the question. Sufficient knowledge to develop the argument was demonstrated (e.g. Round
Table talks, Gandhi-Irwin Pact, 1935 Government of India Act, 1937 elections, declaration
of war by Linlithgow). Judgements made about the extent of change and continuity were
reasoned and based on clear criteria. Higher scoring answers were also clearly organised
and effectively communicated. Weaker responses tended to be generalised and, at best,
offered a fairly simple, limited analysis of the extent to which progress was or was not
made. Low scoring answers also often lacked focus on change/continuity or were essentially
a description of what happened during the 1930s. Where some analysis using relevant
knowledge was evident, it tended to lack range/depth. Furthermore, such responses were
often fairly brief, lacked coherence and structure, and made unsubstantiated or weakly
supported judgements.
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Examiner Comments

This answer clearly understands the change and continuity focus of this question. There are
descriptive passages within the answer and it could have more range, but it does attempt to
organise an argument and it does raise a number of issues, although their relationship to each other
is not fully explored. These positive elements of the answer merit a sound level 3 mark.
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Question 5
Stronger responses targeted the reasons for the decision to grant independence in 1947
and included an analysis of links between key factors and a clear focus on the concept
(causation). Sufficient knowledge was used to develop the stated factor (Britain’s economic
needs) and a range of other factors (e.g. the impact of nationalism, the impact of the
Second World War, post-war events). Judgements made about the relative importance of
Britain's economic needs were reasoned and based on clear criteria. Higher scoring answers
were also clearly organised and effectively communicated. Weaker responses tended to
be generalised and, at best, offered a fairly simple, limited analysis of the reasons for
granting independence in 1947. Low scoring answers also often lacked focus on causation
or were essentially a description. Some answers here focused on describing the rise of prewar nationalism, others on war-time events, not all of which were of central importance in
bringing about independence. Where some analysis using relevant knowledge was evident,
it was not developed very far. Furthermore, such responses were often fairly brief, lacked
coherence and structure, and made unsubstantiated or weakly supported judgements.
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Examiner Comments

This answer does access lower level 3. It
understands the need to set up the stated
factor of Britain’s economic needs against
other factors. However, the development and
depth of the stated factor is not extensive
and the other factors identified are not of
central importance in the decision to grant
independence.
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Examiner Tip

It is important to ensure in questions of this
type that sufficient attention is paid to the
stated factor and that it is fully explored before
turning to other factors.

Question 6
This was the most popular essay title in this section of the paper. Stronger responses
targeted the reasons for the National Party’s election victory in 1948 and included an
analysis of links between key factors and a clear focus on the concept (causation). Sufficient
knowledge was used to develop the stated factor (the growth of Afrikaner nationalism) and
a range of other factors (e.g. the impact of the Second World War, weaknesses of the United
Party, Westminster-style electoral system). Judgements made about the relative importance
of the growth of Afrikaner nationalism were reasoned, based on clear criteria and often
clearly linked to National Party policies. Higher scoring answers were also clearly organised
and effectively communicated. Weaker responses tended to be generalised and, at best,
offered a fairly simple, limited analysis of the reasons for the National Party’s election victory
in 1948. Low scoring answers also often lacked focus on causation or were essentially a
generalised description of apartheid policies. Where some analysis using relevant knowledge
was evident, it was not developed very far. Furthermore, such responses were often fairly
brief, lacked coherence and structure, and made unsubstantiated or weakly supported
judgements.
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Examiner Comments

This response is clearly a strong level 4 answer. It considers a range of factors that can
be used to explore the reasons for the National Party’s victory and weighs those factors to
reach a clear judgement. The argument is supported by detailed and specific knowledge that
shows a strong understanding of the issues.
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Question 7
Stronger responses targeted the reasons for the Soweto Uprising of 1976 and included an
analysis of links between key factors and a clear focus on the concept (causation). Sufficient
knowledge was used to develop the stated factor (the rise of the Black Consciousness
Movement) and a range of other factors (e.g. conditions in the townships for the young,
the role of SASM, the galvanising effect of June 16th events). Judgements made about the
relative importance of the Black Consciousness Movement were reasoned and based on clear
criteria. Higher scoring answers were also clearly organised and effectively communicated.
Weaker responses tended to be generalised and, at best, offered a fairly simple, limited
analysis of the reasons for the Soweto Uprising of 1976. Low scoring answers also often
lacked focus on causation or were essentially a description of either the Black Consciousness
Movement with few links to the question focus or of events at Soweto during the uprising.
Where some analysis using relevant knowledge was evident, it was not developed very far.
Furthermore, such responses were often fairly brief, lacked coherence and structure, and
made unsubstantiated or weakly supported judgements.
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Examiner Comments

This is a level 4 response. The candidate
maintains the question focus throughout the
answer and examines different factors that are
responsible for the Soweto Uprising, weighing
the relative importance of these factors and
reaching a judgment about the role of the Black
Consciousness Movement.

Examiner Tip

It is helpful to establish, as this answer
does, the basis of the line of argument in
the introduction.
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Question 8
This was the least popular essay title in this section of the paper. Stronger responses
targeted how accurate it is to say that Botha’s policies in the 1980s made progress towards
ending apartheid. These also included an analysis of relationships between key issues and
a focus on the concept (change/continuity) in the question. Sufficient knowledge to develop
the argument was demonstrated (e.g. the policy of total strategy, relaxation of apartheid
legislation, greater black participation, the tri-cameral system, state of emergency).
Judgements made about the extent of change and continuity in the 1980s were reasoned
and based on clear criteria. Higher scoring answers were also clearly organised and
effectively communicated. Weaker responses tended to be generalised and, at best, offered
a fairly simple, limited analysis. Low scoring answers frequently lacked focus on change/
continuity and were essentially an explanation of why apartheid ended, often concentrating
on events in the 1990s. Where some analysis using relevant knowledge was evident, it
tended to lack range/depth. Furthermore, such responses were often fairly brief, lacked
coherence and structure, and made unsubstantiated or weakly supported judgements.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
Section A
Value of Source Question (1(a)/2(a))
•

Candidates must be more prepared to make valid inferences rather than to paraphrase
the source

•

Candidates should back up inferences by adding additional contextual knowledge from
beyond the source.

•

Candidates should move beyond stereotypical approaches to the nature/purpose and
authorship of the source e.g. look at the specific stance and/or purpose of the writer.

•

Candidates should avoid writing about the deficiencies of the source when assessing its
value to the enquiry.

Weight of Source Question (1(b)/2(b))
•

Candidates should be prepared to assess the weight of the source for an enquiry by
being aware that the author is writing for a specific audience; there is a need to be
aware of the values and concerns of that audience.

•

Candidates should try to distinguish between fact and opinion by using contextual
knowledge of the period.

•

In coming to a judgement about the nature/purpose of the source, candidates should
take account of the weight that can be given to the author's evidence in the light of his
or her stance and/or purpose.

•

In assessing weight, it is perfectly permissible for candidates to assess reliability by
considering what has been perhaps deliberately omitted from the source, but this must
be made directly relevant to the question focus and argument.

Section B
Essay questions
•

Candidates must identify the appropriate second order concept that is being tested.

•

Candidates should pay more careful attention to key phrases in the question when
analysing and use them throughout the essay to prevent deviation from the central
issues and concepts.

•

Candidates must provide more factual details as evidence. Weaker responses lacked
depth and sometimes range

•

Candidates should take a few minutes to plan the answer before beginning to write the
response

•

Candidates could pick out three or four key themes and then provide an analysis of,
for example, the target significance mentioned in the question, setting its importance
against other themes rather than providing a description of each

•

Candidates should try to explore links between issues to make the structure flow more
logically and the arguments more integrated
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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